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Legal advice drives
FAImove to refer key
report to authorities

THE board of the FAI has
opted to refer a report from
global auditing and consult-
ing groupMazars to An Garda
Síochána and the Office of the
Director of Corporate Enforce-
ment (ODCE).
Mazars was commissioned
by the FAI to look into matters
of concern and has completed
the long-awaited report.
In a brief statement, the FAI
said it was the “appropriate”
course of action to hand the
details over to the relevant
arms of the State. Legal advice
guided their decision.
This is the latest develop-
ment in the protracted fall-out
from the end of the John Del-
aney era.

What are the origins of the
Mazars report?
A week after Mr Delaney
became executive vice-pres-
ident, a sub-committee of
the FAI board commissioned
Mazars “to conduct an inde-
pendent and in-depth exter-
nal review” into matters of
concern.

How is this different to the
other reports?
Sport Ireland brought in
Northern Irish firm KOSI for a
wide ranging audit of the FAI
finances.
ODCE, the corporate watch-
dog, started a probe arising
from a protected disclosure
outlining governance con-
cerns. And when auditors
Deloitte filed a notice claim-
ing proper accounting records
were not being kept by the
FAI, that prompted another
back and forth that is going
through legal channels.

What sets Mazars apart is
that it was asked to look into
a small number of specific
transactions. “It was far more
targeted,” as one FAI source
put it, with the remit extend-
ing beyond the initial request.
Payments allegedly made to
Susan Keegan, an ex-girlfriend
of Delaney, were among those
investigated byMazars.
The FAI accounts had indi-
cated Keegan had received
around €95,000, which was
partially attributed to a role
as a match agent arranging
friendly games. Ms Keegan
has denied receiving the
majority of the money.

What were the options open
to the FAI?
There was considerable pub-
lic interest in the Mazars
report as it was mentioned
consistently throughout the
last year as a body of work that
may potentially shed light on
the events of a controversial
period. It is also worth noting
that the current board were
not in situ when Mazars was
commissioned.
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While details of the draft
report emerged earlier this
year, the Irish Independent
understands that only a hand-
ful of the present board have
read the final completed work
– though the rest have been
encouraged to do so.
Legal advice was sought,
and the viewpointwas that the
right thing to do was to hand
the report over to the Garda
and the ODCE. The alternative
would have been to release a
redacted version, but the fear
was this could prejudice other
investigations.

What happens now?
The relevant authorities who
have been furnished with the
report will decide how to take
it forward and determine how
it sits in with any enquiries
they have ongoing. Mazars
conducted a number of inter-
views, so the information that
came out of its investigation
could now be followed up on.
Earlier this week, the ODCE
reached agreement with Mr
Delaney over how documents
from the FAI can be inspected.

Mazars findings handed over to Garda and ODCE

Agreement:
Former FAI
chief John
Delaney

INDEPENDENTNews and
Media (INM) titles have
scooped four prestigious
Justice Media Awards.
The Irish Independentwon
amerit certificate for its
coverage of ‘Constitutional
implications of Votegate:
absent TD voted six times
in Dáil’ by Ireland Editor
Fionnán Sheahan and
political correspondent
CormacMcQuinn in the
Print/Online Journalism

(daily) category. Legal Affairs
Editor Shane Phelanwas also
awarded a merit certificate in
the Court Reporting (Print)
category for his work on
‘Tusla’s race against time to
prevent a homicidal teen’s
release into the community’.
Business Editor at the
‘Sunday Independent’
Samantha McCaughrenwas
awarded a merit certificate
for her series of reports on
‘First social media controls
revealed/Ireland in the
spotlight after falling into

role of online regulator’ in
the print/online journalism
(Sunday) category.
‘SundayWorld’
Investigations reporter
Patrick O’Connell received a
merit certificate for his work
on ‘Womanwhowas sent
child porn and deleted it is
now listed as sex offender’.
The overall winnerwas ‘Irish
Times’ crime correspondent
Conor Gallagher and he also
won the overall award in the
Court Reporting – Print/
Online category.
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INM titles scoop four accolades in
prestigious Justice Media Awards

Winners: From left, the Irish Independent’s Shane Phelan, Cormac McQuinn and Fionnán Sheahan
with their 2020 Justice Media Awards. PHOTOS: STEVE HUMPHREYS
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